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let՚s starts with basic knowledge, the test taken for get admission is known as the “LSAT” LAST is
viewed as most important part to get admission into top-tier law school. This exam is not about to
measure what you have learned before or project your ability it is about to test your excellence in law
school. The LSAT is much different from many other standardized tests that students have attempts in
high school, collage or in any other cores entrance test. Due to uniqueness of the LSAT you must
requires to clearly understanding its format and types of questions which are usually asked in test.

The test is leveled into �ive separate sections:

analytical reasoning

two logical reasoning sections

reading comprehension

Writing section

The writing section՚s score will not be counted but it՚s given to each law school in which student has
applies. And the all other sections are of 35 minutes long and contain 24 to 28 questions. As we
mentioned above there will be two section of logical reasoning and it carries the most weight, the 50%
of �inal score will depend on this section. Those sections will test your ability on how you analyze and
criticize on arguments presented among you. The analytical reasoning section will cantinas four “logic
games” which will examine your ability to understand complex relationship structure. The reading
comprehension section is as similar as other competitive standardize tests, which will check your
ability for what you can understand by reading in limited time periods. The maximum score for the
test is 180, but a score of 170 usually puts you in the 98th percentile.

Many law schools to be considered the LSAT to measure your ability to perform in law school, in the
application process it has great amount of weight.

According to Admissions of�icials it is not necessary that person that has solid performance in
undergraduate will perform well in low school. So they feel that it is important to spend quality time
and energy time for taking the LSAT.

Importance of LSAT?
In the Process of law school admissions it՚s not possible to emphasize the importance of your LAST
score.

Admission committees analyses the most signi�icant factors your undergraduate GPA and LSAT
score and they also go through personal statements, letters of recommendation, extracurricular
activities and work experience all are important factors.

LAST take much importance this is the fact you should know this in Four hour standardized test that
brings much important than the four years of classes.
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If your wants to get top score in LAST, there will be much pressure on you. But don՚t get afraid of it, if
you are more enthusiastic in the work then you can absolutely see your score increase and The LSAT
is an extremely learnable test.

Practice, Practice, Practice-The Key to All Problems
1. When you are preparing for the LAST then undoubtedly practice is a key to success. The Last test

will examine you in every basic areas like maths and vocabulary and also most important part
your logical reasoning ability rather than other competitive exams.

2. Most of the people who are practicing �irst time for LAST they got mesmerize after looking at the
types of questions asked in LAST test and they answer most of the questions incorrectly even if
they can no solve every question because they don՚t have enough time for solve it.

3. As much as you practice you can notice that there is a pattern in a LAST test, Logical games and
reasoning questions are of particular categories, you can identi�ies that what type of games or
questions are they asking and how to solve them as you practice more. As you practice higher you
will know the types of questions/games and you will be able to solve the question speedy.

4. Practice is the most important strategy for the Last exam if you wants to choose Olney a single
piece of advice then took Practice strategy for LAST preparation


